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Communication Temptations
By Mandeep Grewal Barton
Communication is about more than using words. Much of our daily communication is
non-verbal, we use many gestures and body language, such as shaking our head,
pointing, and waving.
You can tempt your child to communicate by waiting.
Practice waiting for your child to communicate in your daily routine. This is a natural way
to incorporate communication several times a day. Some examples may be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

tickle your child once, then wait
put your child in a swing then wait
give your child a container you know they
can’t open and wait
hold out your hands to pick up your child
and wait
hold a ball, like you are about to roll or
throw it, and wait
blow bubbles, then close the lid and wait
place a toy/item they like out of reach,
where he can see it and wait
play a game she likes, such as tickling, do it
once then act like you will start the game again, and wait
sing a song they enjoy, begin singing and then stop and wait
pour a very small amount of water in their cup and wait
offer your child one small piece of a snack and wait
What are you waiting for?
A response from your child could be a sound, a word,
movement in their posture, a look etc.
When you receive any type of response, you can reply with
an animated voice, such as, “more tickles!” or “jump!” and
continue with the action. If your child does not respond,
you can try the activity again, if you still receive no
response, finish the activity. Try again with a different
activity at a different time. Act silly, be creative and have
fun!
If you have fun ideas you have tried, please share them
with us, you can tell us in writing or send us a picture.
We all learn from each other and value your insight.
Stay Home, Stay Healthy, Stay Connected

